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Abstract

Selecting words for teaching vocabulary is an important part of the teaching and learning of a language. The study aims to explore teacher approach and practice in choosing words for teaching Arabic language at the Lower Secondary Level. A qualitative single case study is used to investigate a phenomenon in the context of the actual situation. Data collection process involves interviews, classroom observation, video recording and analysis of relevant documents. A purposive sampling method is carried out for selection of participants. The findings indicate that the approach used in selecting vocabulary can be divided into five categories: i) priority; ii) frequency; iii) teaching ability; iv) coverage; and v) familiarity. In other words, it is suggested that in facilitating student comprehension and retention of target words, various criteria are considered by a teacher before choosing the teaching approach. The study also provides guidelines for choosing words to teach especially for Arabic teachers in the Lower Secondary Level.
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1. Introduction

In the teaching of a second language, vocabulary selection is crucial and needs to be emphasized (Nation, 2013; Silverman & Hartranft, 2015). This is because a careful selection of appropriate words by the teacher can facilitate the learners to understand, recall and use the vocabulary effectively (Ta'limah, 1989). According to Mohammad (2015), a language teacher has to consider the level, the usage and needs of students while selecting voca-
vocabulary which forms the integral part of language learning and teaching (Benjamin & Crow, 2010) and hence it calls for careful consideration from the teacher (Razak, 2014).

Research has shown that vocabulary selection requires justification and consideration on the teacher’s part without putting reliance on a particular criterion only. A study by Nation & Beglar (2007) indicates that a teaching approach that does not emphasize particular vocabulary to be learnt may not facilitate the weak students’ performance. Mohamad (2001) also discovers that students’ recall of Arabic vocabulary deteriorates within a week if only a reading technique is used without emphasizing selected vocabulary to be memorized. In addition, a study by Rahimi et al. (2014) also shows that semantic clustering is less facilitative compared to free clustering technique in helping students remember vocabulary they have learnt.

However, research has shown that vocabulary selected from one of the criteria proposed by language experts is able to facilitate students to comprehend, recall and master the vocabulary learnt. Previous studies have investigated recall strategy based on free clustering technique (Hussin, 2011), teaching and learning of vocabulary guided by selected Arabic vocabulary (Kadir, 2011), vocabulary teaching based on Malay vocabulary immersion using the “MUKADDAM” module (Chik, 2004) and learning of text based on learners’ own experiences (Abdullah & Sivaganga, 2010).

In the context of teaching Arabic language in Malaysia specifically to lower secondary students, there are two main sources available for a teacher in choosing the vocabulary to be taught; the Arabic language syllabus based on the Integrated Secondary School Curriculum (KBSM) and the Arabic text books. Following the Arabic language syllabus (KBSM), secondary students are expected to learn 1500 words and are able to use them in various situations (Curriculum Development Department, 2007). To facilitate the teacher in the teaching and learning process, these 1500 words are listed following particular fields or themes (محتوى). It is these lists which must be focused on during teaching while there are 100 additional words to be taught according to suitability. However, teaching vocabulary is not limited to these words alone as teachers have the freedom to include vocabulary deemed appropriate and relevant to the themes outlined in the syllabus (Curriculum Development Department, 2007). The vocabulary in the KBSM Arabic language textbook is presented in sentences or texts related to themes outlined in the curriculum specifications. For example, a reading text on education may contain vocabulary associated with school days while a folklore-themed text may contain vocabulary related to the famous stories of the deer and crocodiles (Seman, Abdullah, Othman, & Hasmadi, 2009). Hence, it is emphasized again the important role played by Arabic language teachers in deciding vocabulary selection to be taught from the syllabus, textbook or supplementary reference based on specific theme or objective.

2. Problem Statement

Ta’imah (2001) stresses the importance for an Arabic language teacher to carefully select words to teach to learners but there is evidence suggesting a lack of emphasis on the lexical aspect (Mezah & Mohamad, 2013) that it affects the teaching strategy used by teachers (Samah, Hamid, Sha’ari, & Sha’ari, 2013). Hussin (2011) further states that the situation is probably due to some Arabic teachers’ assumptions that general approach to language learning has already included vocabulary learning without the need for specific or direct teaching of vocabulary. Even Nation (2013) proposes that explicit teaching of vocabulary in a second language teaching is one of beneficial strategies that must be emphasized. One of the criteria for explicit vocabulary teaching involves teaching specific words based on the students’ level of learning and not simply carried out at random or based on teachers’ fancies without reference to particular guidelines (Razak, 2014).

Besides, the readability aspect also needs consideration before teaching specific vocabulary. A study by Mohamad (2015) discovered that the vocabulary in a textbook for Year 1 students in Malaysia did not live up to the criteria proposed by linguists. Another study on content validity of Arabic language textbook for secondary school students showed readability was at low level (Ghani, 2011). This calls for improvement at all levels in the process of selecting vocabulary for Arabic teaching and learning.

In addition, in a study on corpus analysis of school children textbook by Nagy & Anderson (1984), there are 88,000 different words identified and on average children need to learn 7000 words every year. On the other hand, a study by Ramli & Mohamad (2014) reveals that there are 6219 Arabic words to be learnt by primary school students. Another corpus analysis conducted on Arabic language textbook used for the Malaysian Higher Religious School Certificate (STAM) using Wordsmith 6.0, has discovered a total of 13,2000 words for students to learn from three texts; one Fiqh and two Hadiths (Razak, 2014). The findings discussed above show the need for students to study thousands of words throughout their studies at all levels. Hence it is imperative for Arabic
language instructors to exercise wise judgment in choosing vocabulary for the students to learn so it facilitates recall of the vocabulary and mastery of the Arabic language (Ta‘imah, 2001). Therefore this study is carried out to addresses the issue in-depth and explore the vocabulary selection criteria practised by the Arabic language teachers especially at the lower secondary level.

3. Literature Review

Basically the criteria in choosing words to teach put forward by both the western and Arab linguistic and psycho-linguistic scholars share similar principles but differ in elaboration and discussion. In this section, the focus will be elaborated and any differences in point of view will be treated as complementary. The study was conducted in the context of selecting vocabulary for Arabic as a second language in Malaysia and based on a study on the teaching and learning of Arabic by non-native speakers in the South East, Chik (1994) summarised vocabulary selection process must be guided by two domains; the linguistic and psycho-linguistic domains.

The first is the linguistic domain in which words chosen are based on i) frequency (التواتر) of usage or repetition discovered in learning texts, sentences and from students’ daily communication, and ii) range (التوازع) which refers to the wide coverage of usage of the words among the Arab nations and such words are normally found in Arabic dictionaries or encyclopedias.

The second is the psycho-linguistic domain in which words chosen are based on, i) their varied meanings (المشترک باللفظي) as the vocabulary is applicable in various sentence contexts despite differences in meanings hence it can easily be retrieved by students for verbal response or in writing; ii) familiarity (اللغة) in which the vocabulary selected must be familiar and used widely in daily conversation; and iii) priority (الأهمية) as the vocabulary selection follows the priority set by the learning objectives stipulated, deemed vital to be mastered by the students and is relevant to particular themes without neglecting other words with general functions and needs. For example, the word "independence" may indirectly teach students related concepts of "celebration", "parade", "party", etc.

Besides Ta‘imah (1989) also adds that the following criteria are necessary in teaching vocabulary for Arabic as a second language: i) familiarity as the words are widely used in daily conversation; ii) coverage as the words should have a wide coverage in terms of usage; and iii) using the Standard Arabic that reflects its “Arabness”, using fully the standard or “fushah” Arabic rather than adopting loan words.

On the other hand, Abd Bari (2011) also proposes supplementary criteria which include: i) similarity (تشابه) in which the vocabulary selected should contain similar elements with the learners’ first language or other foreign languages with some consideration for “absorbed” or loan words from another language (for example, the word “chair” in Malay language is pronounced as  kursi in Arabic); and ii) coverage (الشمول) in which the vocabulary has a wide usage (for instance the word بيت is more widely used in various contexts, among others بيت المحروس - بيتا - بيتالماليبيت) compared to the word منزل or choosing words with wide-ranging denotative and connotative meanings (المشترک باللفظي - العين). Another example, is the word عين that refers to ‘eyes’ but it can also refer to "spies". The last criterion by Abd Bari (2011) is the defining power (القوالب الترجمية) of the vocabulary in regard to the words being used to explain meanings of others even if the vocabulary is restricted to certain topics. For example, the word “independence” may indirectly teach students related concepts of “celebration”, “parade”, “colonialism” and so on.

The western scholars have also put forward their criteria for vocabulary selection. For example, Biemiller (2010) and Nation (2013) proposes for teachers to select words to teach based on the learning objectives, teachers’ consideration and preference as long as they are compatible with the learners’ needs and levels. Nation (2013) goes further by stating the selection should also be based on new and learned vocabulary, both of which are taught separately or from texts.

On a similar topic, Benjamin & Crow (2010) suggest frequency as the main criterion besides using the common list usually prepared by curriculum designers (The Generic Academic Vocabulary List) or choosing words based on themes or specific subjects. In other words, in teaching vocabulary teachers are encouraged to be selective and use a variety of teaching resources.

Another criteria list for vocabulary teaching is suggested by Silverman & Hartranft (2015) based on: i) how important the words are for the students to learn; ii) repetitive words in learning text; iii) words related to theme and content of subject; and iv) wide usage of words in various fields for students’ comprehension of text in different context. The criteria discussed will be used as guidelines in the present study that seeks to explore the real
context of vocabulary selection for teaching Arabic language at lower secondary level in Malaysia.

4. The Study

The purpose of this study is to explore and obtain a deeper understanding on teacher strategies and practices in selecting words for Arabic Language instruction for lower secondary level with the emphasis placed on the process rather than the outcomes. In the course of the study, the researcher explored and documented how Nuraini, a creative teacher provided word selection strategies for Arabic vocabulary instruction. Selection of words in this study refers to selection of words based on the Arabic language syllabus from the Integrated Secondary School Curriculum (KBSM) and the Arabic textbooks for form one students.

5. Methods

This qualitative case-study or single-site case design (Yin, 2011) focuses on the subject with the criteria and characteristics to be studied to give an overview of the phenomenon (Merriam, 2009). A case-study approach was employed in this study in order to carry out a more comprehensive investigation of a particular event from the view of all the participants (Yin, 2011). Furthermore, it also offered detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information and reported a case description and case-based themes (Creswell, 2014). In this case, it refers to the teacher’s strategies and practices in selecting words for her Arabic class. Thus, a school was selected as a site to conduct this study with the researcher as a non-participant observer throughout the study to evade interference in teaching during the actual lessons (Merriam, 2009).

Sources of data comprised four observations, field notes, teacher interviews, and document analysis. Following the lessons, Ustazah Nuraini was interviewed based on an interview protocol to clarify her strategies and practices in her selection of words for the Arabic language instruction. Each interview was audio-recorded and then transcribed verbatim. Video recordings were studied simultaneously by the researcher to find out particular prevalence of teacher strategies.

Setting and Participants

The study took place in an Arabic language classroom at a religious secondary school located in Nilai district, about 35 km from the Seremban city. The participant is a female experienced language teacher who received a recognition as a creative teacher from the state education department of Negeri Sembilan. The respondent, known as Nuraini has taught Arabic language for almost 15 years and has wide exposure to the subject matter especially in vocabulary instruction.

6. Results and Discussion

Selection of words refers to the vocabulary selected by the teacher based on certain criteria in order to help her students understand isolated words or ones which are found in the text. The findings reveal that Ustazah Nuraini has applied and selected the words based on several considerations and criteria. For more detailed explanations, the findings are reported based on the categories discussed in the earlier section. There are: i) priority; ii) frequency; iii) teach ability; iv) coverage; and v) familiarity.

The results as shown in Table 1 below of the interviews manifest how the related teacher provided her strategies and practices in selecting words for her Arabic Language class among lower secondary students.

The data are evidence of the priority criterion selected by Ustazah Nuraini in teaching vocabulary to her students. The selected words belong to the main vocabulary, basic vocabulary, essential vocabulary (for examination), new vocabulary, difficult vocabulary (abstract), vocabulary based on particular themes, vocabulary based on lesson topics, and vocabulary based on verbal communication in or outside school. Besides she also chose the frequency criterion as the words are often repeated in the text, real life, based on her students’ experiences and even in the examination.

It is also evident that Ustazah Nuraini chose familiar words to be taught as she referred to vocabulary normally used in students’ daily activities. For the all-encompassing criterion, she was also seen emphasizing words which are widely used in various contexts based on topics or outside the topics such as the usage of “lughatul-fasli” for communication in school and inside the class. Finally, Ustazah Nuraini also used concrete words which were easy for her students to understand and words with meanings easy to be explained through pointing.
Data from document analysis revealed Ustazah Nuraini’s way of teaching vocabulary to be based on a social theme (theme-based criterion) with the topic being related to students’ lives (based on students’ experience and environment) and words taught for language practice (specific requirement). There are 10 words stated in the learning objectives (based on suitability with students).

Data from the field notes revealed that Ustazah Nuraini’s way of teaching vocabulary was based on a social theme (theme-based criterion) which included students’ lives (experience and environment), real objects, familiar situations, new words and words for general situation. Below are words related to the theme for a lesson on birthday party.

Based on Tables 1-5, the findings reveal that there are five criteria of word selection identified in the respondent’s teaching of her form one class. The five criteria are: i) priority; ii) frequency; iii) teach ability; iv) coverage; and v) familiarity. This indicates the need for such consideration when teaching a lower secondary level in line with the learning objectives.

According to Nation (2013), word selection process should be conducted prior to the teaching and learning because lesson emphasis and focus may differ depending on the objectives. Silverman & Hartranft (2015) also concede that all language teachers must pay attention to the vocabulary selected for teaching because students are required to learn a vast collection of words. Hence it is wise for teachers to select vocabulary based on
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Table 2. Extract from introduction—“the taa’ruf at birthday party” observation 1/2 April 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation in Form One Arif Classroom</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Teacher mentions the topic **taa’ruf at birthday party** and asks the students to repeat the phrase. All students repeat the phrase in unison: **taa’ruf at birthday party** | **Criteria for vocabulary selection:**

i) Based on students’ real lives
ii) New, essential vocabulary related to topic
iii) Related to Malay word: **taa’ruf**

| Teacher asks a student to read the lined words on a blue paper; **taa’ruf at birthday party** | **Vocabulary selection is based on:**

i) Frequency and repetition as in the learning text
ii) The ease in explaining its meaning: **taa’ruf**

| The teacher asks the student to point to a chocolate cake and pronounce the Arabic phrase; **taa’ruf at birthday party** | **Word selection is based on:**

i) A situation closely related to students’ lives but rarely used; **taa’ruf**

Table 3. Extract from document analysis transcriptions taken from a teaching record book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **تَعَارِف** إِبِّيَالْمَيْلَاد | i) Learning aspect (social): Theme-based criterion

| ** أساس إِبْنِيَالْمَيْلَاد** | ii) Related theme “Self-introduction paving way for friendship”: Theme-based criterion

| **تَعَارِف** في حَفْلَةِ عِبْرَاء **تَعَارِف** في حَفْلَةِ عِبْرَاء | iii) Topic “Greetings during birthday celebration”: based on students’ experience and environment

| **كَلَّامَات** خِيْرَةً | iv) Objectives:

- to read and understand *hiwar* text and comprehension

| **كَلَّامَات** خِيْرَةً | - to pronounce 10 new words and understand their synonyms and antonyms

| **كَلَّامَات** خِيْرَةً | - to carry out conversation based on given words

Table 4. Extract from the researcher’s field note book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field notes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **عِبْرَاء** إِبِّيَالْمَيْلَاد **عِبْرَاء** | i) Topic “Greetings during birthday celebration”: based on students’ experience and environment

| **كمَلَّامَات** تَعَارِف | ii) Cake: based on the real object

| **كمَلَّامَات** تَعَارِف | iii) Birthday Party Song: based on a situation closely related to students’ lives

| **كمَلَّامَات** تَعَارِف | iv) Word selection covers:

- New words;

| **كمَلَّامَات** تَعَارِف | - Words for general situation like birthday greeting;

- *taa’ruf*

| **كمَلَّامَات** تَعَارِف | **Guidelines and criteria proposed by the language experts (Ta’imah, 1989; Abd Bari, 2011; Nation 2013). This is because vocabulary selection based on randomness and assumption will not contribute to effective mastery of the words (Chik, 1994) which then can lead to difficulty for students to understand and recall the words (Mohammad, 2015).**

7. Conclusion

Vocabulary selection is a complementary element to the teaching and learning of a language hence it is one process which requires careful consideration and attention from a language teacher. In the context of teaching Arabic as a second language in Malaysia, it is no difference as vocabulary selection can guide the teachers in tailoring their teaching techniques to suit the students’ level hence helping them master the Arabic vocabulary. The
Table 5. Triangulation of data from the single case study based on the notes obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview</strong></td>
<td>Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important words: nouns and verbs</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination words</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New words</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult words</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not familiar</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words based on themes</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words based on topics</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary based on verbal communication in or outside school</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated in the life of a student</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated in learning texts</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated words</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on students’ experiences learning such vocabulary</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated in the examination</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>familiar or close to the students</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often encountered</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to topics familiar to students</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often repeated in daily life</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varieties based on topics or outside the topics such as the usage of</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“lughatulfasli” for communication with the teacher in school and</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inside the class.</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refer to concrete meanings</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have meanings easy to be explained</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contain obvious meanings</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be made up of easy words</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be appropriate with the students’ level</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be limited in number</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on students’ real lives</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New, essential vocabulary related to topic</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to Malay word: تعارف (taa’ruf)</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency and repetition as in the learning text</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ease in explaining its meaning: رجعتي - عائلتي - الأم</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract words: خير - يعلم</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A situation closely related to students’ lives but rarely used;</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أ عملة لمساهمي - حالات سلمي - الميلاد - يماتي</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New words;</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words for general situation like birthday greeting: أ عملة بسم الله</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Document**

Learning aspect (social): Theme-based criterion
findings from the study may provide guidelines to Arabic language teachers specifically in regard to choosing vocabulary to be taught in class. Besides the results may also have an impact on the Arabic language syllabus and textbook for lower secondary level especially in vocabulary selection. This is to help Arabic language teachers carry out strategies in teaching vocabulary in line with learning objectives and learner variability.
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